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Prediction models in nutritional 
epidemiology
With the German diabetes risk score (GDRS) as an example

Kristin Mühlenbruch, Nuthetal

Background
The aim of studies in the field of nu-
tritional epidemiology is the identi-
fication of risk factors for specific
diseases. The European Prospective
Investigation into Cancer and Nutri-
tion (EPIC)-Potsdam study is a good
example of such a study, with cancer
and chronic diseases as the main ob-
jectives [1]. The findings of such

studies can particularly be trans-
ferred to disease prevention. Type 2
diabetes is a good example due to its
relation to lifestyle and its increasing
rate of newly diagnosed patients (in-
cidence) [2].

The most important risk factors can
also be used as the basis for a prefer-
ably accurate risk prediction; with
the help of such risk predictions,
people at particularly high disease
risk can be identified. This was the
rationale for the development of risk
prediction models which became
popular mainly in the area of car-
diovascular diseases; examples are
the Framingham risk score or the
PROCAM score [3, 4]. For type 2 di-
abetes, more than 200 single predic-
tion models were published since
1999 [5, 6]. One example of such a

diabetes prediction model is the Ger-
man diabetes risk score (GDRS) [7].

With the use of (statistical) regres-
sion analysis, prediction models
allow the calculation of individual
risks based on a specific risk profile.
In general, these risks are related to a
time horizon of 5, 8 or 10 years in
the future.

In the following basic methodologi-
cal requirements and methods will
be discussed which are meaningful
for the development or derivation of
a prediction model as well as for
their evaluation. For illustrative pur-
poses, the derivation of the GDRS
will be described in more detail and
how this prediction model can be
evaluated.

Methodological basics for
derivation and evaluation
Study population and study 
design

For the derivation or development of
a prediction model, at first, it is im-
portant to know in which target
population it will be applied. To de-
termine the target population key
aspects are the age of onset of the
disease of interest and already
known high risk groups. For a
chronic disease such as type 2 dia-
betes which occurs in adult age and
in both men and women, a univer-
sally valid prediction model for a
wide range of people in the adult
population would be desirable.
Therefore, also the development of a
score for the application in such a
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population should be based on a
study population from the general
adult population. For the selection of
a study population, registries of res-
idents are often used for a random
selection of a specific number of peo-
ple for the inclusion into the study.

Not only the definition of the study
population but also the study design
is important for the development of
a score, since it is of interest what
kind of people develop the disease
after a specific period of time and
what kind of people do not. That
means that initially healthy people
will be followed-up for a certain
timespan. During follow-up assess-
ments, the disease status is repeat-
edly determined. The described study
design is the so called prospective
cohort study. Key aspects of this
study design are the baseline assess-
ment and the orientation towards
the future. The baseline assessment
is performed during the recruitment
of study participants and includes
comprehensive examinations and in-
terviews regarding potential risk fac-
tors, while follow-up measurements
mainly serve to identify newly diag-
nosed participants (incident cases) [8]
(� Figure 1).

Development of a risk prediction
model

For the derivation of a risk prediction
model most notably already identi-
fied risk factors for the disease in
previous studies are included, but
also potential risk factors derived

from the underlying study data. The
potentially relevant risk factors are
then included in a regression model
(logistic model or Cox model; � Box
1) as independent variables and pa-
rameter estimates (regression coeffi-
cients) are calculated which represent
the strength of the association be-
tween the risk factor and the disease.

Most commonly, risk factors are re-
moved from the regression model if
the relation to the disease risk can-
not be statistically secured (statistical
significance based on the p-value for
the parameter estimate). For clinical
practice, parameter estimates are
often transformed into simpler score
points; these are assigned to each
risk factor. Finally, the summation
of these score points gives the total
score points (also called risk score);
the total score points can be used for

calculating the disease risk. In gen-
eral, a score with m risk factors can
be calculated as follows:

Score = points1 � risk factor1

+ points2 � risk factor2 + … 
+ pointsm � risk factorm (1)

Evaluation of the prediction
models’ accuracy

Although prediction models most
commonly include statistically sig-
nificant risk factors, this does not
automatically mean that they lead
to a good prediction of individual
disease risks. To evaluate such accu-
racy in prediction, two basic ques-
tions are of importance:

1. Does the prediction model enable to
distinguish between people who de-
velop the disease and those who do
not develop the disease? This ques-
tion refers to the ability to sepa-
rate two groups of people from
each other based on specific infor-
mation; this is also called discrim-
ination.

2. Does the predicted disease risk corre-
spond with reality? Prediction
models can hardly predict the fate
of a single person accurately;
however, at least the predicted dis-
ease risks for a group of similar
persons should agree with the ac-
tual disease risk for this group ofFig. 1: Design of a prospective cohort study [8]
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Box 1: Logistic regression model and Cox-regression model

With the logistic regression model, it is possible to calculate the likelihood
that a specific disease occurs. Most frequently, cross-sectional studies and
especially case-control studies are analyzed with the logistic regression;
but also prospective study data can be analyzed with this model. In this
case, only a specific time period can be used in which the disease of in-
terest occurred or another outcome appeared, but not the time each per-
son contributes in the study. To do that, a regression model can be applied
which was particularly developed for the analysis of survival times. For this
approach, the time until development of a specific disease is of special in-
terest. The Cox-regression model which is based on the proportional haz-
ards (PH) model developed by COX (1972) [9] is the model of choice for
such cases. The assumption of this model is that the hazard or risk of ex-
posed and non-exposed persons develops proportionally over a specific
period of time. In this context, “exposed” means that a risk factor such as
smoking is present, and “non-exposed” that this risk factor is not present.



persons. The agreement between
predicted and observed disease
risks is also called calibration.

Key characteristic for the determina-
tion of the discriminatory ability are
sensitivity, specificity, predictive val-

ues and the receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve (� Table 1). The
important characteristics for the cal-
ibration are as aforementioned the
predicted and observed risks. Details
of these characteristics are described
in � Box 2.

Validation of prediction models

In addition to the criteria for dis-
crimination and calibration of a pre-
diction model, it is important to
know how generalizable this model
is. To prove this transportability to
other populations or the general ap-
plicability, validation studies need to
be performed. The basic principle of
a validation is the application and
calculation of the score in another
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Tab. 1: Overview of the criteria for diagnostic tests and their meaning

Criterion Meaning

sensitivity Probability that the test result is positive, 
(Se) if the person is diseased; „true positive“

specificity Probability that the test result is negative, 
(Sp) if the person is not diseased; „true negative“

false positive rate Probability that the test result is positive, 
(FPR; 1–specificity) if the person is not diseased

false negative rate Probability that the test result is negative, 
(FNR; 1–sensitivity) if theperson is diseased

positive predictive value Probability that a person is diseased,  
(PPV) if the test result is positive

negative predictive value Probability that a person is not diseased,  
(NPV) if the test result is negative

Box 2:
Determination of

discrimination
and calibration

Discrimination

With regard to the theory of diag-
nostic tests, the first step for the eval-
uation is the choice of thresholds
(score points). These thresholds or
cut-offs distinguish between the pos-
itive and negative test result. This is il-
lustrated in the following table. 

The sensitivity (Se) can be calculated
as the fraction of diseased persons
who had a positive test result (true
positive) and the specificity (Sp) as
the fraction of persons not diseased
with a negative test result (true neg-
ative). These two measures represent
the validity criteria for diagnostic
tests. A good diagnostic test for ex-
ample would have a sensitivity of
0.90 (90 %) and specificity of 0.75
(75 %).

In accordance with these criteria also
the fraction of false positive (FPR) or
false negative (FNR) test results can
be calculated. These four criteria can
be displayed in a fourfold table [10].

Based on such a fourfold table, sensi-
tivity and specificity as well as FPR
and FNR can be calculated as follows: 

For the receiver operating character-
istic (ROC) curve sensitivity and
specificity are calculated for all possi-
ble cut-off values. The graphical illus-
tration is based on plotting sensitivity
against 1 – specificity (� Figure 2).

The validity criterion for discrimina-
tion is the area under the ROC curve
(ROC-AUC). For the diagonal line the
value of this area is 0.5 and for the

whole area (orange line) 1.0. The
ROC-AUC represents the probability
that given a randomly selected pair
(diseased and healthy), the diseased
person would get a higher test result
(quantitative measure) compared to
the healthy person. A ROC-AUC of
0.5 means that with a probability of
50 % a diseased person has a higher
test result, and is therefore not bet-
ter than tossing a coin (uninforma-
tive model). In contrast, a ROC-AUC
of 1.0 means that with a probability
of 100 % diseased persons would
have a higher test result than the
healthy persons (perfect model) [11].
ROC-AUCs > 0.7 represent a good, >
0.80 a very good and > 0.90 an ex-
cellent model.

Besides sensitivity and specificity,
most notably the prognostic values
or predictive values are important for
clinical practice. Among these, the

�Threshold (Cut-off)

<Threshold (Cut-off)

Test +

Test –
Quantitative measure

A
A + C

A
B + D

C
A + C

B
B + D

Se =

Sp =

FPR = = 1–Sp

FNR = = 1–Se (5)

(4)

(3)

(2)

True disease status (D)

Test result (T) positive (D+) negative (D–)

positive (T+) A B A + B

negatieve (T–) C D C + D

A + C B + D A + B + C + D = N
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population than the population used
for the derivation of the score. This
includes the calculation of criteria for
evaluating the performance or accu-
racy of the score.

For internal validation, the study
population is divided into a deriva-
tion sample which is used for the de-
velopment of the score, and a valida-
tion sample which is used for vali-
dating the score (so called
split-sample validation).

The problem with this and also other
internal validation methods is the re-
liance on the same population which
was only randomly split into two
samples. To prove the transportabil-
ity to another population than the
study population, external valida-

tion studies are more appropriate.
These are usually performed in
study samples from independent
studies and therefore also include re-
gional or ethnic differences. Require-
ments for external validations as
well as already for the development
of a prediction model are:

– large population based studies
– prospective cohort studies
– participants at baseline

Given these requirements, the main
problem often is the differing assess-
ment of the risk factors in different
studies. After calculation of the score
in the external cohort, the discrimi-
natory ability and the calibration of
the score need to be investigated
again. This gives an impression of

the applicability of this score in an
external population, but often only
ROC-AUC or other measures of dis-
crimination are calculated and not
calibration – at least in the field of di-
abetes prediction models [5]. How-
ever, studies showed that especially
the calibration of a prediction model
could be insufficient although the
discriminatory ability was indeed ac-
ceptable [14].
Due to this fact, it can be concluded
that prediction models should not be
adopted without caution/uncriti-
cally; the prediction accuracy should
rather be tested before implementa-
tion into clinical practice. In the end,
adaptations of the model based on
the observed prediction accuracy are
indeed possible (recalibration).

positive predictive value (PPV) and
the negative predictive value (NPV)
can be distinguished; with predictive
values, it is possible to determine the
probability that the test result of a di-
agnostic test represents the true dis-
ease status. Not only sensitivity and
specificity are included in the calcu-
lation but also the frequency of a dis-
ease (prevalence or incidence) P(D+)
as well as the converse probability
P(D-) that the disease does not ap-
pear [12].

These values can also directly be esti-
mated from the fourfold table if
P(D+) is approximately.       This
would lead to the following relations: 

Calibration

Calibration gives an impression of
how well the predicted risks agree
with the observed risks. A specific test
is the Hosmer-Lemeshow (HL) test
which is based on the Chi-square dis-
tribution [13]. For applying this test,
the study population is usually di-
vided into ten equally sized groups
(deciles of risk); study participants

were ordered by
their calculated
risk score (or pre-
dicted disease risk)
before. Using the
mean predicted
risk of each group,
it is possible to de-
termine the ex-
pected number of
cases in the re-
spective group. 

The test compares
the predicted or
expected number
of cases with the
observed number
of cases in each
group. A statisti-
cally significant
deviation would
result in a small p-

value (< 0.05) and indicates a poor
calibration. To perform this test, it is
often not recommended to use
deciles of risk but risk categories
which are relevant for the imple-
mentation of the prediction model
into clinical practice. 

Fig. 2: Illustration of a receiver operating characteris-
tic curve and the area under the curve (ROC-
AUC). Additional explanations in the text.
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GDRS development as an
example

The German diabetes risk score
(GDRS) was developed based on data
from the EPIC-Potsdam study [7,
15]. The EPIC-Potsdam study is a
prospective cohort study with par-
ticipants mainly aged 35–65 years at
baseline assessment. Due to the se-
lection of study participants from
the general adult population in Pots-
dam and surroundings [1], this

study is well-suited for the develop-
ment of a diabetes prediction model.
In addition, the periodic follow-up
assessments each 2 to 3 years enable
a detailed impression of the disease
status for the participants in the
course of time [16].
For the selection of the set of risk fac-
tors, already known diabetes risk
factors were chosen, inter alia from
results of previous studies dealing
with type 2 diabetes risk, but also
general socio-economic risk factors

were included. Due to the prospec-
tive study design, a Cox-regression
was performed.
The mean follow-up time for the
25167 participants was 7 years.
With the risk score a 5-year risk
based on the Cox-regression should
be calculated. � Table 2 shows the
selected risk factors for the GDRS as
well as the corresponding parameter
estimates, hazard ratios (HR) with
95 % confidence intervals, and allo-
cated score points. The strength of
the association for the 11 included
risk factors with disease risk is ex-
pressed with the value of β. Here, a
positive algebraic sign indicates a
positive relation; that means for ex-
ample that with each cm increase in
waist circumference, the diabetes risk
increases by 0.074, if all other risk
factors are held fix. In contrast, a
negative algebraic sign indicates an
inverse relation to disease risk; that
means for the GDRS that with each
cm increase in body height, the dia-
betes risk decreases by 0.024, if all
other risk factors are held fixed.
These parameter estimates can be
converted into relative risks – in this
case into hazard ratios (HR). A HR 
> 1 indicates increased risk while HR
< 1 indicates a reduced risk; the ref-
erence is assumed with a HR of 1.
The larger the distance of the pa-
rameter estimate to 0 or of the HR to
1, the stronger is the association
with the disease risk.
For the allocation of (score) points to
the risk factors the parameter esti-
mates were multiplied with 100 and
the calculation of the total score
points can be performed with equa-
tion 10:

GDRS =
+7.4 � waist circumference (cm)
– 2.4 � height (cm)
+4.3 � age (years)
+46 � hypertension
+49 � red meat (150 g/day)
– 9 � whole – grain bread (50 g/day)
– 4 � coffee (150 g/day)
– 20 � moderate alcohol consumption

(10–40 g/day)

Tab. 2: Overview of the risk factors in the GDRS with corresponding pa-
rameter estimates, hazard ratios and points in the EPIC-Potsdam
study

Risik factor β HR (95 %–CI) Points

Waist circumference (cm) 0.074 1.076 (1.071–1.082) 7.4

Height (cm) –0.024 0.976 (0.967–0.984) –2.4

Age (years) 0.043 1.044 (1.035–1.053) 4.3

Hypertension (yes/no) 0.462 1.587 (1.375–1.831) 46

Intake of red meat (each 150 g/day) 0.494 1.639 (1.228–2.187) 49

Intake of whole-grain bread (each 50 g/day) –0.085 0.918 (0.855–0.986) –9

Consumption of coffee (each 150 g/day) –0.043 0.958 (0.926–0.991) –4

Moderate alcohol consumption  –0.198 0.821 (0.705–0.954) –20
(10-40 g/day)

Sports, biking or gardening –0.016 0.984 (0.973–0.995) –2
(h/week)

Former smoker 0.237 1.267 (1.094–1.469) 24

Current smoker (�20 cig./day) 0.642 1.901 (1.470–2.458) 64

95 %-CI = 95 %-confidence interval; β = parameter estimate; GDRS = German diabetes risk score; HR = Ha-
zard Ratio

Tab. 3: Observed and expected risks for developing diabetes during a
follow-up time of 5 years in the EPIC-Potsdam study

Obser- Mean Expected
Predicted ved predic- number
risk risk ted of 

Points (%) N* n** (%) risk   cases

< 410 < 0.9 10671 18 0.2 0.004 42.68  

410 � 510 0.9–2.4 7417 112 1.5 0.015 111.26  

510 � 610 2.4–6.3 4963 195 3.9 0.038 188.59  

610 � 710 6.3–16.2 1757 192 10.9 0.095 166.92  

� 710 > 16.2 359 72 20.1 0.266 95.49  

* Number of study participants which are classified into this category
** Number of incident diabetes which are classified into this category
EPIC = European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition



– 2 � physical activity (h/week)
+24 � former smoker
+64 � current smoker 

(�20 units/day) (10)

Based on the individual score value
(GDRS) the exact individual disease
risk can be calculated with equation
11; this equation was also derived
from Cox-regression and together
with the score points it includes the
baseline survival function (0.999854):

P (diabetes) = 
1 – 0.999854exp (Scorepoints/100) (11)

The result of this equation is the ab-
solute value of the risk for developing
diabetes within the next 5 years, and
for better understanding it is expressed
in percent.

For the evaluation of the accu-
racy/performance of the GDRS the de-
scribed criteria will be calculated ex-
emplary. First of all, � Table 3 shows
a classification by score points of the
GDRS. The points can directly be con-
verted into a predicted risk. In this
table only cases which occurred dur-
ing a follow-up time of 5 years are
presented by risk group (n). The ex-
emplary calculation is based on the
choice of the threshold or cut-off of

410 score points from GDRS to clas-
sify as either a positive or a negative
test result. With that the following
classification of the study population
emerges:

The classification in  Table 3 leads to
the following fourfold table: 

Based on this fourfold table sensitiv-
ity (Se), specificity (Sp), false positive
rate (FPR=1-specificity), false negative
rate (FNR) as well as PPV (positive pre-
dictive value) and NPV (negative pre-
dictive value) can be determined for
our example. Hence, the sensitivity of
the GDRS for a cut-off of 410 points is
571/589 = 0.969 (96.9 %), and the

specificity is 10653/24578 = 0.433
(43.3 %). The PPV for this example is
571/10,671 = 0.039 (3.9 %) and the
NPV is 10653/10671 = 0.998
(99.8 %). That means that with a
probability of 3.9 % a person with a
positive test result really has the dis-
ease, and with a probability of 99.8 %
a person with a negative test result is
really free of the disease.

� Figure 3 shows sensitivity and false
positive rate (= 1 - specificity) of the
GDRS for three selected cut-off values
of the predicted risk. The predicted risk
can be calculated from the score points
of the GDRS and can attain values
from 0 to 1. The value of the predicted
risk represents the probability of de-
veloping diabetes within the next 5
years; for example the value 0.45 rep-
resents a probability of 45 %. The ROC
curve for the GDRS (� Figure 4) dis-
plays sensitivity and false positive rate
for all possible cut-off values of the
predicted risk. With regard to calibra-
tion, � Table 3 directly gives an im-
pression thereof, when comparing the
observed risk of a group with the
range of the predicted risk for the
same group. For the GDRS the ob-
served risk, which can be determined

�
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� 410 points

< 410 points

test +

test –
GDRS points

Test- Incident total
result diabetes (D)

positive negative 
(T) (D+) (D–)

positive (T+) 571 13 925 14 496

negative (T–) 18 10 653 10 671

total 589 24 578 25 167

Fig. 3: Sensitivity and 1-Specificity of the GDRS for 3 
selected cut-off values 
GDRS = German diabetes risk score 

Fig. 4: ROC curve of the GDRS for all possible cut-off values
GDRS = German diabetes risk score; ROC = receiver
operating characteristic
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by the number of cases in rela-
tion to the overall group size for
the respective group (n/N x
100), lies within the range of the
predicted risks for this group.
The following calibration plot
(� Figure 5) further illustrates

the agreement of observed and
predicted risks for the five risk
groups used for the GDRS. For a
prediction model with perfect
calibration all points would be
located on the diagonal line. The
HL-test for the GDRS results in

a p-value of 0.0016.
For determining the transportability of the
GDRS to populations other than EPIC-Pots-
dam the GDRS was validated in an independ-
ent cohort study, the EPIC-Heidelberg study,
and two cross-sectional studies (TÜF [Tübin-
gen Family study] and MeSyBePo [Metabolic
Syndrome Berlin Potsdam]). The ROC-AUC
in EPIC-Heidelberg indicated a good discrim-
ination (0.82). For the identification of undi-
agnosed diabetes cases in a cross-sectional
study design the GDRS also showed a good
discriminatory ability in TÜF (0.83) and
MeSyBePo (0.759) [7]. The results of a Dutch
study further indicated that the GDRS is an
appropriate model for the prediction of dia-
betes [14].

Online-tool and paper questionnaire of
the GDRS

Online-tool

Using the online-tool of the GDRS (� Figure
6), it is possible to calculate the exact risk for
developing diabetes within the next five years
based on exact information regarding age of
a person, body height, waist circumference
and, most notably, diet using pictures for the
portion size and data on frequencies of con-
sumption. The result of the calculation is dis-
played in percent and colors (flash light) in-
dicating whether it is rather a high or a low
risk. In addition, exemplary changes in e.g.
smoking, diet or physical activity are used to
re-calculate the risk and thereby showing the
direct change in absolute risk, or rather how
much the risk could be reduced by such
changes.

Paper questionnaire
In addition to the online-tool, a simplified
paper questionnaire was developed for the
GDRS (� Figure 7) [17]. It enables people
without access to a computer or the internet
to determine their individual risk. In contrast
to the online version the simplified paper ver-
sion is based on response categories. That
means that e.g. age, waist circumference or
dietary or smoking behavior is summarized
in respective groups or categories; this only
needs to be marked with a cross. For each re-
sponse category points are assigned which in
the end have to be summed to calculate the
individual risk. In the corresponding answer
sheet these points are summarized into five

Fig. 5: Calibration Plot for the observed and predicted risks of the
GDRS based on five risk groups
GDRS = German diabetes risk score
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Fig. 6: Online-tool of the GDRS
GDRS = German diabetes risk score

Fig. 7: Extraction of the paper questionnaire of the GDRS 
(self-assessment tool)
GDRS = German diabetes risk score

By conducting the German Diabetes Risk Score (DRS) you 
can determine your individual risk to develop type 2 diabe-
tes within the next 5 years. 

Patient questionnaire

Age
How old are you (years)?

Ô   < 35  0 points Ô   50-54  7 points

Ô   35-39  1 point Ô   55-59  9 points

Ô   40-44  3 points Ô   60-64  11 points

Ô   45-49  5 points Ô   65-70  13 points

Physical activity
Are you physically active at least 5 hours a week?
(e.g., sport, gardening, cycling)

Smoking
What is your smoking status?

Ô   I never smoked 0 points

Ô   I used to smoke on average 
less than 20 cigarettes a day 0 points

Ô   I used to smoke on average 
20 or more cigarettes a day 3 points

Ô   I smoke on average 
less than 20 cigarettes a day 0 points

Ô   I smoke on average 
20 or more cigarettes a day 6 points
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categories which represent low, still
low, increased, high or very high risk.
The questionnaire is a self-assessment
tool and is therefore self-explaining;
that means that no additional person
is needed to help with the completion.
Compared to the online version which
is based on the exact prediction model,
the calculation of risks with the paper
version is slightly less accurate due to
the categorization of risk factors; yet
discrimination of the paper version is
comparably good with a ROC-AUC of
0.83 (ROCGDRS: 0.84) [17].

Risk communication
For the implementation of a validated
prediction model such as the GDRS
not only the development of an on-
line-tool or paper questionnaire is im-
portant, but also the presentation of
the result needs special attention. A
common approach is to define risk
groups which are classified by the
score points for an easier communica-
tion (that the risk is low, increased or
high). This was also applied with the
paper version of the GDRS. Often, the
classification into such risk groups is
based on evidence from clinical studies
and is therefore related to specific the -
rapeutic interventions [18].
Another approach is the presentation
of individual risks. Here, the main
goal is to report the personal risk di-
rectly to the applicant and as under-
standable as possible. This shall serve
the purpose to motivate persons with
a high risk to lower their risk level.
But the question at stake is whether a
relatively low risk of 3 % or 3 out of
100 really motivates towards lifestyle
or behavioral changes. That is also the
reason why alternatives (comparison
with a mean person of the same age)
to the absolute risk are used.

Outlook

Prediction models are appropriate in-
struments for a non-invasive identifi-
cation of high-risk individuals; in the
setting of general practitioners, this is
also possible in connection with blood
parameters. Based on the risk factors

included in the calculation of the
score, individualized recommenda-
tions can be formulated which could
result in a risk reduction. Neverthe-
less, the goal is rather to prevent the
onset of the disease or to delay it in the
long term by initiating strategies in
the context of preventive interventions
in connection with general practition-
ers. To implement this procedure, it is
required to perform cost-effectiveness
evaluations and an analysis of the
number of cases which could be pre-
vented by which kind of interven-
tions. This will be the basis of future
studies.
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